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2018-20 Priorities: 
Improve external 
communication 

with NPC 
Communities

Install campus signs of various types (metal, 
wayfinding, digital) at all 9 NPC campus/center 

locations based on need and cost feasibility.

5 for each 
phase

06/30/22 Ann Hess
Capital funds, staff 

time, RFP, board 
approval

Signage is in place and being used.

Time Estimate

1 to 4 months?
2 months if we install? 

1 if external vendor?

2-3 months

1-4 months?
2-3 months

2-3 months

1-4 months?
2-3 months

Step 2

Step 3

Step 4
Step 5

Phase 3: Indoor Digital Signs - Start in Fiscal Year 2021-22
Research indoor digital signage options, including software, hardware and system requirements and support. 2-3 monthsFind out if there is a state contract or if an RFP needs to be issued.
Decide on best system for college based on cost and functionality. Ensure IS involvement to select system that can be
supported internally.
Contract with vendor though RFP or state contract. Place order.
Have vendor install system and train NPC employees on use.

Step 5

Decide on type of sign at each location based on cost and function. Consult maintenance and possibly IS to ensure they 
can maintain the signs

Step 3

Research modern signage options, including digital scrolling type signs for 4 campus locations. May not require exact 
same sign at each location.

Step 2 Find out if there is a state contract or if an RFP needs to be issued.

Step 4

Phase 2: Large NPC Logo Signs, May take more than one year to complete, start Fiscal Year 2020-21

Contract with vendor though RFP or state contract. Place order.
Have vendor install signs and conduct any training needed for college.

2-3 months

Step 1

Step 5

Step 1

Campus Signage OPERATIONAL PLAN
Fiscal Years of Execution:  2020-21 and 2021-2022

3

Step 3

Step 4

Step 1
Step 2

Figure out if vendor or NPC will install. If NPC Maintenance, establish an installment schedule.

DETAIL OF GOAL STEPS

Department Name  Marketing, Ann Hess

 GOAL JUSTIFICATION
Both students and the public have told the college that: 1 - Students and the public cannot find the buildings or services they need on campus because there are no clear, metal, 
lawn building signs that indicate what is contained inside. At the start of each semester students must ask faculty and staff where to go for classes and services. Currently NPC 
does not have any of these type of signs that are standard on college/university campuses. Adding these signs would significantly improve student/publics ability to find the 
classes and services they need more easily.  | 2 - Visibility and design of large, main NPC logo/name signs is poor. These signs are NOT consistent among locations, hard to read, 
do not stand out/attract visual attention and nighttime visibility is poor. These signs have not been updated/replaced since the original installation in the 70s and 80s - they are 
old, outdated displays. Community members state they are not aware of campus locations because current signs are not readily visible or memorable. Updating and/or installing 
new, modern logo/name signs would improve memorability, visibility and readability.  |  3 - The college spends a lot of money and time each year printing fliers for events and 
services that are distributed among all NPC locations. Maintenance of flier removal once the poster is no longer relevant is time consuming and not always completed causing 
confusion among students/public. Each year, the college uses large amounts of paper and prints an enormous number of flier/poster copies which is expensive. Distribution of 
those copies is slow and inconstant among locations due to distance and courier delivery issues with centers. Printing machine ink, maintenance contracts and replacement costs 
are high. Significant employee time is wasted sorting and distributing fliers both in the Marketing Office and in the campus/center offices. Discovery of flier/poster errors 
requires additional staff time, reprinting, paper, ink and redistribution which adds to overall cost. Switching to digital signage would alleviate most of these costs and not require 
any more Marketing staff time than is already consumed by printing. Distribution of information would be almost immediate and solve distance issues. Color, image changing 
light emitting digital signs will attract more attention and be noticed by more students/public. It will improve student/public opinion about NPC being a modern institution. 
**Note that this will NOT remove the need to print all paper publications, only posters and fliers displayed on bulleting boards. It would reduce the amount significantly.**

Decide how many signs you need at each location. Decide on style, design and layout. Includes wayfinding signs at 
WMC and LCC as well as entrance signs at all (most) NPC locations.
Contract with vendor though RFP or state contract. Place order.

Explore the cost of metal post & panel signs like the one on the WMC campus that designates NAU office.
Find out if there is a state contract or if an RFP needs to be issued.

Phases & Steps Description of steps
Phase 1: Metal Lawn Signs, Fiscal Year 2020-21

1 month
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